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What is a Policy Brief?

A policy brief is a short publication specifically designed to provide policy-makers with evidence on a policy question or priority. Policy briefs:

- Bring together existing evidence and present it in an accessible format
- Use systematic methods and make these transparent so that users can have confidence in the material
- Tailor the way evidence is identified and synthesised to reflect the nature of the policy question and the evidence available
- Are underpinned by a formal and rigorous open peer review process to ensure the independence of the evidence presented.

Each brief has a one page key messages section; a two page executive summary giving a succinct overview of the findings; and a 20 page review setting out the evidence. The idea is to provide instant access to key information and additional detail for those involved in drafting, informing or advising on the policy issue.

Policy briefs provide evidence for policy-makers not policy advice. They do not seek to explain or advocate a policy position but to set out clearly what is known about it. They may outline the evidence on different prospective policy options and on implementation issues, but they do not promote a particular option or act as a manual for implementation.
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What is ICARE4EU?

The Innovating care for people with multiple chronic conditions in Europe (ICARE4EU) project aims to improve care for people with multiple chronic conditions (multimorbidity) in European countries (www.icare4eu.org). An estimated 50 million people in Europe live with multimorbidity. The complex health problems of these people and their need for continuous and multidisciplinary care pose a great challenge to health systems and social services. From a patient perspective, improvements in, for example, the coordination of care and patients’ own involvement in the decision-making and the care process are also important. ICARE4EU describes and analyses innovative integrated care approaches for people with multiple chronic conditions in Europe. By disseminating knowledge about innovative care programmes or practices, the ICARE4EU project aims to contribute to the improved design, wider applicability and more effective implementation of integrated care for people with multimorbidity. Observations from the ICARE4EU project are described in five policy briefs and key elements of multimorbidity care are addressed from the following perspectives: patient centredness [1], use of eHealth technology [2], integration (this one) and financing systems [3]. A final policy brief [4] integrates all lessons learned from the ICARE4EU project on how care in European countries could be improved for their citizens with multiple chronic conditions.
How do Policy Briefs bring the evidence together?

There is no one single way of collecting evidence to inform policy-making. Different approaches are appropriate for different policy issues so the Observatory briefs draw on a mix of methodologies (see Figure A) and explain transparently the different methods used and how they have been combined. This allows users to understand the nature and limits of the evidence.

There are two main ‘categories’ of briefs that can be distinguished by method and further ‘sub-sets’ of briefs that can be mapped along a spectrum:

- **A rapid evidence assessment:** This is a targeted review of the available literature and requires authors to define key terms, set out explicit search strategies and be clear about what is excluded.

- **Comparative country mapping:** These use a case study approach and combine document reviews and consultation with appropriate technical and country experts. These fall into two groups depending on whether they prioritize depth or breadth.

- **Introductory overview:** These briefs have a different objective to the rapid evidence assessments but use a similar methodological approach. Literature is targeted and reviewed with the aim of explaining a subject to ‘beginners’.

Most briefs however, will draw on a mix of methods and it is for this reason that a ‘methods’ box is included in the introduction to each brief signalling transparently that methods are explicit, robust and replicable and showing how they are appropriate to the policy question.

Figure A: The policy brief spectrum

![Figure A: The policy brief spectrum](image_url)
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Acronyms

EU European Union
GP General Practitioner
ICARE4EU Innovating care for people with multiple chronic conditions in Europe
INCA Integrated Care
MD Medical doctor
POTKU Potilas kuljetajan paikalle (Putting the Patient in the Driver’s Seat)
WHO World Health Organization
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Key terms

- **Integrated care** is when organizations and staff work together across professional and institutional boundaries to provide seamless care. It often involves the joint development of flexible and continuous care processes and care pathways.

- **Multimorbidity** means having multiple chronic conditions at the same time and (typically) complex needs that require the involvement of several care providers. It is a significant and growing challenge to Europe’s health systems, with some 50 million people already affected.

Key messages

- Integrated care initiatives do not currently focus on multimorbidity, but they can serve as models for services for people with multimorbidity, offering ideas on how to coordinate or customize care and overcome the fragmentation that comes from “disease oriented” systems organized around single medical specialities.

- The practical examples of integrated care for multimorbidity are still in their early phases but it is already clear that implementing integration requires real effort.

- Policy-makers trying to encourage integrated care for multimorbidity need to know that:
  - Primary care is often the most appropriate base for initiatives but must have the full cooperation of specialized care;
  - Effective connections between health and social care are key and should be an explicit policy objective;
  - Linking formal and informal care (e.g. patient associations, relatives as carers) ought to be part of any holistic approach.

- There is a continuum between fragmented (segregated) care and full integration. Policy-makers and providers can move care towards integration by:
  - Stratifying people with multimorbidity according to their needs and the resources available to support them which helps care pathways and care inputs to be coordinated efficiently;
  - Promoting a culture of information sharing across organizational, professional and status boundaries, including by encouraging interdisciplinary meetings;
  - Developing information and communication technology that allows professionals and patients to share information easily wherever they are based;
  - Making sure new initiatives are treated as part of regular care and, not separate from the everyday work of professionals.

- Other pre-requisites for implementing integrated care initiatives are:
  - Tailoring models to fit the specific (national or regional) health and social care context;
  - Support and commitment from management at all levels (from strategic to frontline);
  - Training in collaboration and other relevant skills (ideally as part of health and social care education);
  - Evaluation to capture the impact of integrated care (supported by relevant training).
Executive summary

The policy issue: supporting integration to promote care for people with multimorbidity

The reorientation of health systems to deal with multimorbidity is one of the major challenges facing high income countries. It is also an issue in the management of care organizations and necessitates a review of current care delivery. The fragmented, single disease focused structure of current health and social care systems does not adequately meet the needs of people with multiple chronic conditions. Patients with multimorbidity need services from several care providers – health centres and general practitioners in primary care, hospitals, inpatient and outpatient clinics, nursing homes, rehabilitation facilities, home care and pharmacies. Integration and coordination of care are needed to provide effective, appropriate and good-quality services for people with multimorbidity.

The need to coordinate and customize care for this patient group has been identified in most European countries, but implementation is still in its initial phase. This policy brief asks: How can we strengthen integration at the organizational and inter-organizational level to care for people with multimorbidity in European countries?

Integration in innovative care programmes in Europe

The ICARE4EU findings show that several promising changes in organizational structures and processes have been developed and implemented in Europe to improve the care of people with multiple chronic diseases. In most of the programmes identified, multimorbidity was not the main focus so integrating initiatives specifically targeting this patient group were rare. However, awareness of the growing importance of multimorbidity has risen throughout Europe.

Many of the integrating programmes identified in the ICARE4EU project covered only part of the health care sector. Most programmes involved the primary care sector and specialized care was addressed quite extensively. However, social care was rarely a part of the programmes. Informal care (e.g. patient associations, relatives as carers) was also not often involved in the programmes identified. Care for people with multimorbidity requires a clear medical orientation and thus the coordination of care between primary care and specialized care is and will continue to be at the core when developing care for this patient group. A holistic approach to the patient, however, necessitates that social care and the whole environment of the patient including informal care arrangements need more attention.

Policy implications

Findings from the literature and the ICARE4EU project can serve as an inspiration for both (local) governments and the management of health and social care organizations to support and promote integrated care for people with multimorbidity. There are a number of policy directions for organizations and their management:

• Different ways to coordinate care for patients with multimorbidity beyond the ‘silos’ of separate care providers are needed in different countries (e.g. level of integration).
• Integrating social and health care more intensively would benefit patients with multimorbidity and therefore should be promoted, e.g. through ad hoc initiatives and programmes. In addition to multiprofessional collaboration, inter-organizational collaboration could also be supported and promoted.
• Care for people with multimorbidity and its related competencies such as collaboration skills need to be recognized in health and social care education.
• Support from the management and commitment of the management at all levels (strategic, operational, front-line) seemed essential for successful integration. Coordination of care and collaboration between professionals does not happen spontaneously.
• Stratification of patients according their needs and resources could help to coordinate care and enable care providers to develop alternative, customized care pathways for patient groups with different needs.
• It seemed important that integrating programmes were implemented as part of regular care, not separate from the everyday work of professionals.
• Care pathways connecting diverse care providers and professionals can be developed, which take into account the medical expertise needed in the care of patients with multimorbidity.
• Collaborative activities need to focus on sharing and producing joint knowledge between professionals to improve the care of patients with multimorbidity. For example, in addition to traditional teamwork, ad hoc meetings and consultations could be utilized.
• The role of information and communication technology facilitating the communication among professionals and between professionals and patients seems crucial.
• Collaboration can be initiated by linking professionals whose work includes similar tasks but who are situated in different organizations. In this kind of arrangement there are only organizational, rather than professional and status-based boundaries to be overcome, which may facilitate collaboration.
• In order to manage and coordinate care effectively, managers at all levels of care organizations need to know more about how to evaluate the impacts of integration.

What to consider when implementing?

The integration of care and relevant competencies of care professionals are needed to provide effective, appropriate and high-quality services for people with multiple chronic diseases. Administrative reforms of the health and social care system in many countries form a basis for system integration at macro level, but much effort is needed to guarantee the actual implementation of integration in these reforms at organizational and professional level.
Policy brief

Introduction

Multimorbidity has been described as the ‘most common chronic condition’ [5]; the total number of people with multimorbidity in the EU is about 50 million [6]. Multimorbidity is any co-occurrence of multiple chronic conditions within one person [7]. The prevalence of multimorbidity is especially high among older people [8].

Multimorbidity is associated with several individual problems, such as disability and functional decline, poor quality of life, depression and polypharmacy [9–13]. In addition, multimorbidity is connected to the economic burden of health care and high health care costs [10,12]. The fragmented, disease-based structures of current health systems do not meet the needs of people with multimorbidity [14].

Reorientation of health systems to deal with multimorbidity is one of the biggest challenges in high-income countries [15]. It also concerns the management of care organizations and makes a review of current care delivery necessary. Patients with multimorbidity need services from several care providers – health centres and general practitioners in primary care, hospitals, inpatient and outpatient clinics, nursing homes, rehabilitation facilities, home care and pharmacies [14]. Emerging concern about multimorbidity has created new requirements to co-ordinate and integrate health services, inside and between provider organizations [15]. Integration and coordination of care are needed to provide effective, appropriate and good-quality services for people with multiple chronic diseases [16].

Integration in the context of multimorbidity implies that both care organizations and professionals have to come ‘out of the silos’ and work together to develop innovative, flexible and continuous care processes and care pathways. This challenge concerns not only health care, but also social care, communities and the patients themselves with their families and caregivers [17]. To achieve integration, the financial, professional and educational boundaries between care providers need to be overcome. Further, joint working and multiprofessional collaboration require an appreciation of different kinds of skills thereby extending the initial scope of professional competencies in the undergraduate education.

In this policy brief we view integration in the context of multimorbidity at organizational, inter-organizational and professional levels. The framework on integrated, people-centred health services calls for a new vision of how care services are managed and delivered [18–20]. This policy brief addresses the principles of this framework regarding the reorientation of the care, coordination of the services within and across sectors and reorientation of the health workforce [18]. The brief provides examples of how integration, in particular coordination of care, collaboration between professionals and related competencies have been addressed in care organizations in order to improve the care of people with multiple chronic conditions. In particular, this brief draws on potential and promising initiatives identified in the ICARE4EU project (see Box 1).

The policy issue: supporting integration in the context of multimorbidity

The disease-based or age-group based structure of current health and social care systems fragments care and does not meet the needs of people with multiple chronic conditions [14]. To better serve the increasing number of people with multimorbidity, more attention needs to be paid to how to decrease this fragmentation of health and social care systems through integration.

The overall question addressed in this brief is: “How can we strengthen integration at organizational and inter-organizational levels to promote care for people with multimorbidity in Europe?”

Integration is a multidimensional phenomenon. This brief focuses on the following important areas of integration: (1) Coordination of care across organizational boundaries, (2) collaboration between care professionals and (3) professional competencies. Overcoming organizational and professional boundaries are key issues in integrated care. The development of professional competencies is necessary to enable the orientation of professionals towards integrated ways of working.

Accordingly, the following three sub-questions will be addressed:

- What are the most promising organizational and inter-organizational arrangements that support integrated care for people with multimorbidity?
- How can multiprofessional and inter-organizational collaboration between care professionals be promoted?
- How can professional competencies regarding multimorbidity care be strengthened?
Findings

Coordination of care across organizational boundaries

Integration is a useful way of thinking about a range of approaches that can be deployed to increase coordination, cooperation, collaboration and networking across different components of health service delivery [16]. However, there is no precise definition of integrated care [21–25].

Integrated care has many dimensions but this brief focuses mainly on organizational and professional levels. In this approach (see Box 2) person-focused population-based care is the guiding principle for achieving integration across the care continuum, with different integration processes playing inter-connected roles on the macro- (system integration), meso- (organizational, professional) and micro-level (clinical, service and personal integration). Functional integration (e.g. communication and IT) and normative integration (e.g., shared cultural values) ensure the various levels interconnect [26].

The outcomes of integration are usually connected with population and personal health outcomes, financial and organizational outcomes, resource utilization and positive experiences of users, carers and care professionals. However, there are still difficulties in measuring and thus showing clear evidence of the impacts of integration [22, 29–34]. In the context of multimorbidity, assessing the outcomes of integration is still more difficult due to the complexity of the phenomenon [22].

Collaboration between professionals

Coordination of care through organizational and inter-organizational arrangements may be considered the first step towards integration. However, bringing professionals together is not enough: the ultimate success of integration depends on how relationships between human beings work [34]. An important challenge for the management of health and social care organizations is to identify the main dimensions, facilitators, barriers and main benefits of multi-professional and inter-organizational collaboration [1].

There is ample literature on the nature and dimensions of collaboration in health and social care, in particular related to multiprofessional collaboration [35]. The main concepts related to collaboration are sharing, partnership, interdependency and power [34, 36]. This four-dimensional model of multiprofessional collaboration addresses the importance of common goals, with patient-centredness being one of the most important goals connecting care professionals. Knowing each other personally and professionally and having trust in each-others’ competencies are important indicators of successful collaboration. The model emphasizes the significance of management in giving support and creating facilities for collaboration. In addition, the formalization of responsibilities e.g. through agreements and protocols and providing infrastructure for information exchange are addressed. Shared aims, trust, commitment and open communication systems are also requirements for effective interprofessional collaboration [37]. The social processes and power embedded in professional relationships need to be considered, while collaboration threatens ‘exclusive ownership of knowledge and expertise’ and thus also professionals’ autonomy and status [37].

When dealing with patients with multimorbidity, professional hierarchies are not the only boundaries to be addressed. In addition to multiprofessional collaboration, inter-organizational collaboration is needed [38]. ‘Boundary tensions’ caused by the boundaries between different organizations (related to different cultures, languages, work practices, payment barriers, differences in structural and even in physical settings, etc.) may become additional obstacles to arranging seamless and continuous care for patients ‘shared’ by several care organizations [39]. Box 3 presents common barriers to and facilitators of multiprofessional and interorganizational collaboration identified in the recent literature [40, 41].

---

**Box 2: Integrated care dimensions [27, 28]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>System integration</td>
<td>A horizontally and vertically integrated system, based on a coherent set of (informal and formal) rules and policies between care providers and external stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meso</td>
<td>Organisational integration</td>
<td>Inter-organizational relationships (e.g. contracting, strategic alliances, knowledge networks, mergers), including common governance mechanisms, to deliver comprehensive services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meso</td>
<td>Professional integration</td>
<td>Inter-professional partnerships based on shared competencies, roles, responsibilities and accountability to deliver a comprehensive continuum of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Clinical integration</td>
<td>The coordination of person-focused care in a single process across time, place and discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro, Meso, Macro</td>
<td>Functional integration</td>
<td>Key support functions and activities (i.e. financial, management and information systems) structured around the primary process of service delivery to coordinate and support accountability and decision-making between organizations and professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro, Meso, Macro</td>
<td>Normative integration</td>
<td>The development and maintenance of a common frame of reference (i.e. shared mission, vision, values and culture) between organizations, professional groups and individuals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Collaboration has the following outcomes: better organizational effectiveness, better quality of care and patient safety, better knowledge sharing, staff involvement and staff satisfaction [35, 37]. Despite a firm conviction that multi- and interprofessional collaboration has a positive impact, evidence of its effects on patient outcomes or on professional and organizational outcomes is ambiguous [42, 43]. More research is needed to understand the nature of the collaboration and its potential benefits in different contexts [35].

### Professional competencies needed in multimorbidity care

Professional competencies are “essential complex knowledge based acts that combine and mobilize knowledge, skills, and attitudes with the existing and available resources to ensure safe and quality outcomes for patients and populations. Competencies require a certain level of social and emotional intelligence that are as much flexible as they are habitual and judicious.” [44] There are five clusters of competencies that enable integrated care: 1) patient advocacy, 2) effective communication, 3) team work, 4) people-centred care and 5) continuous learning [44]. In particular, skills in sharing knowledge and collaborating with other professionals from different disciplines, organizations and professions are needed in the care of people with multimorbidity to ensure a common view of the complex problems and to guarantee the continuity of care.

Overall, the competencies of health and social professionals have improved significantly in recent decades. Studies of care professionals and their competencies have mostly focused on specialized nurses or physicians in different specializations [45, 46], but there is a lack of studies of multimorbidity care competencies specifically.

In addition, because of the diversity of people with multimorbidity, the focus of competence development should potentially be on interprofessional practices and knowledge sharing, which concern the development of a cohesive practice among different professionals from the same organization or from different organizations [47]. Such interprofessional practices with the increasing knowledge among people with multimorbidity and their informal carers highlights the need for general competencies, such as interaction and collaboration in multimorbidity care.

A comprehensive framework for multimorbidity care competencies would probably be impossible to develop because of the variation in the needs of people with multimorbidity. However, for example, the identification of people with multimorbidity that have several social, cognitive, and functional problems will be an important competence for different professionals in the future [48]. From the human resources management perspective, it is important to manage the competencies of different actors and organizations in care processes, although it is not clear who should lead these processes [49].

### Findings from the ICARE4EU Project

In this section we describe the ICARE4EU findings about advances in care coordination, collaboration of care professionals and professional competencies in current programmes for people with multimorbidity across Europe. The findings are based on a survey which identified 101 innovative programmes and the eight selected programmes which were visited and analysed in detail by ICARE4EU researchers (see Appendix 1). Below in particular Danish, Finnish and Spanish (Valencian) in-depth programmes are used as examples to describe the ways of integration at the practical level.

### Crossing organizational boundaries

The ICARE4EU survey findings indicated that most of the programmes to integrate care for people with multimorbidity involved primary care. Connections between primary and specialized care were addressed more often than those between social and informal care. Eighty per cent of the 101 programmes improved integration of care services and collaboration between care providers in 93% of the programmes. Primary care was involved in 70% of the programmes, university hospitals 41% and social care 27%.

The aims of the programmes identified gave quite a similar picture of their focus on integration within, rather than...
between, the organizational and professional ‘silos’. In general, increasing multi-disciplinary collaboration was mentioned as one of the main objectives in 79% of the programmes and improving care coordination in 70%. However, improving the integration of different units was among the main objectives in only 55% of the programmes and integration of different organizations was included even less frequently, in only 48%. Improving the involvement of informal carers was mentioned as one of the main objectives in 46% of the programmes.

**Patient stratification as a basis for coordinating care**

People with multimorbidity are not similar and their needs differ. Different kinds of patients in different kinds of environments need different kinds of care. Thus stratification of patients forms an important starting point for coordinating care for people with multimorbidity [50, 51]. Regarding resource allocation, it is reasonable to focus special care arrangements on the most complex patient groups. In the ICARE4EU in-depth study in the Valencia region of Spain a definition of complex cases not only refers to multimorbidity but also to other related problems, such as frequent changes in a patient’s situation, polypharmacy, need for care at home and lack of social support [52]. The stratification of patients in the Valencian programme draws on the Kaiser Permanent Risk Stratification Pyramid with four different population groups [13]. At the bottom of the pyramid is the majority of the population, the healthy ones, and at the top come highly complex chronic and palliative care patients. Each of these groups needs a different care approach based on their needs: from health promotion and prevention to self-care and disease management and finally, in the case of highly complex patients, case management. In the Valencian programme highly complex patients are identified through electronic health record systems. Extra attention is paid to them by offering special care arrangements depending on the complexity of each patient’s situation.

Another example of stratification of complex patients was introduced in the Finnish POTKU programme [53, 54]. It is based on two dimensions (see Figure 1). The first focuses on the complexity of the disease and related treatments and services needed. The second concerns the patient’s ability to cope in everyday life and the resources of the family. Based on this stratification, four client strategies have been defined. For example, self-managing patients need less help whereas a group called network clients need support from multiple actors including formal health and social care as well as informal carers. Health care professionals determine which strategy suits a certain patient with the help of ‘medical parameters’ (clinical protocols) and by connecting the professional’s opinion with the patient’s own views and experiences. For example, a self-management assessment form is completed by the patient and discussed with a professional. Thus people’s own holistic and experiential knowledge about their diseases and lives is taken into account when determining which strategy best suits the patient and what services should be offered.

**Figure 1: Patient stratification in the POTKU project, Finland [53]**

![Patient stratification diagram](image)

**Special care pathways coordinate care and connect professionals**

A care pathway is “a complex intervention for the mutual decision-making and organization of care processes for a well-defined group of patients during a well-defined period” [55]. It is a plan which guides the care of a defined patient group and ‘maps out’ the activities for professionals involved in care [56]. Over half (55%) of the 101 programmes identified in the ICARE4EU project indicated that care pathways were at least a substantial part of the programme.

In the Finnish POTKU programme, based on the classification described above (see Figure 1), a care pathway for people with multimorbidity was developed [54]. The care pathway is a tool for care professionals to help them provide appropriate care and support for each of the four patient groups and to allocate the limited resources of the care system most effectively. The aims of treatment, the focus of the treatment plan and responsibility for the coordination of care differ between groups. The care pathway with information links connecting diverse care providers and other related information is available to care professionals as an online resource. Altogether, this stratification of patients forms the basis for delivering customized care services for patients with complex needs. However, both the stratification model and care pathway are fairly new tools and not yet fully implemented in practice.

Another example of a patient pathway connecting diverse health care professionals is the Clinic of Multimorbidity and Polypharmacy in Silkeborg Hospital, Denmark [57]. The clinic offers a same-day service where people with multimorbidity and polypharmacy receive a comprehensive assessment of their disease status from a multidisciplinary team consisting of a variety of professionals (Box 6). In addition to forming a link between the specialists, this care pathway also
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connects primary care and specialized care: one important
aim of the clinic is to support GPs caring for people with
multimorbidity. By referring a patient to the clinic a GP
receivesmultidisciplinaryfeedbackonwhere to focus
aftercareforthatparticularpatient.Afterthecomprehensive
assessment at the clinic, patients are referred back to their
regularGP.Like several other alternative patient pathways
developed in the Silkeborg Regional Hospital, the pathway
offered by this clinic challenges the habitual way of thinking
about arranging care.

Altogether, especially when based on patient stratification,
patientpathwayscanbeconsideredonetoolfor
coordinatingthecooperationofprofessionalsaround
a patient's needs. Although the form of the pathways
varies,theyseemtoeitherformaconcrete link between
professionals or at least serve as a navigator for the
professionals to show which health and social care
actors should be included in the care of patients with
complex needs.

Case managers build bridges between ‘silos’

Case managers for patients were assigned in 41% of the
programmes of ICARE4EU survey. Case managers are
oftenconsideredoneofthekeyelementstoenhancethe
coordinationofcareforpeoplewithmultimorbidity[58,59].
The task of a case manager is to serve as a link between
a patient and the various care professionals involved in the
patient’scare.

InValencia,Spain,integrationofcareincludedinaninnovativemodelwhichusedtwonursingcase managers[52,60].
The two separate case managers work at the interface
between hospital units and home care. The hospital case
manager(locatedinahospitalorHospital-at-Homeunit)
andthecommunitycase manager(locatedinahalthcare
centreinthecommunity)collaboratecloselyinorderto
ensurepatientsreceiveintegratedandcontinuouscare.
The community case manager is responsible for mobilizing
the’intervention’(startingthecollaborativecareprocessfora
newpatient)andforarrangingcareathome.Thehospital
nursing case manager is responsible for hospital admissions
andplanningthehospitaldischargetoensurecontinuity
of care during and after the patient’s stay in hospital.
The collaboration between the two case managers – supported
by additional information and communication technology
(ICT)suchastabletstomonitorpatientsbothinhospitaland
at home −formedanefficientbridgeatthepracticallevel
betweenthesilosofprimaryandsecondarycareandproved
a key facilitator for effective collaboration. However, in
buildingbridgesbetweenthesilos, theimportanceofICT
for sharingpatientinformationprovedcrucial.

Professional boundaries hinder collaboration

The most common practices used to strengthen integration
in the programmes described in the ICARE4EU survey were
multiprofessionalcaregroups(in68%oftheprogrammes)
andmultiprofessionaldevelopmentgroups(54%).In the
former, the main focus was on patient care, in the latter
itwas on organizational development. Both practices are
related to the benefits and problems of multiprofessional
Collaboration described above (see Box 3).

In the ICARE4EU survey the programme managers were
asked to evaluate collaboration between different care
providers and professionals based on their experience of

Box 4: A care pathway for people with multimorbidity
inFinland[54]

InPirkammandHospitalDistrictinFinland, theCentreof
General Practice (PETE) is responsible for the development of care
pathways. The pathways are seen as instruments to trigger the
developmentofprocessesandcooperationbetweendiversecare
providers. The pathways are planned in multidisciplinary groups
together with representatives from primary health care, specialized
hospital care and social care. In addition, opinions for the draft
versions of care pathways are elicited from patient organizations
and health centres.

The pathway for people with multimorbidity is based on four
patients’‘clientships’(seeFigure 1).Identifyingtheclientshipofa
patientgivesthecareprofessionalinspecifyinghowthecareistoo
be arranged: e.g. who is responsible for the coordination of care
and what supportive tools patients can be offered. For example,
in self-management clientship, the aim of care is to support self-
management. The tools for this could include health coaching,
a health library and electronic contacts with health service providers
(e.g. the patient book an appointment(when needed)with
her/his regularGP/familydoctoronlineandgetstheresultsof
laboratory tests by text message). In network clientship clear
coordination of care is needed (e.g. a joint care plan prepared with
a multiprofessional care team and a case manager or some other
care coordinator appointed to be responsible for the coordination
care). The pathway documentation with related forms (e.g.
self-assessment form, health care plan), contact information of
key actors (e.g. patient associations) and links to information is
available (in Finnish) for every professional at an open online portal
www.terveysportti.fi. "The care pathway is a systematic way to
make visible what services are available, to share knowledge about
what to offer to patients." (Head of PETE, [54]).

Box 5: The model of two case managers in Valencia,
Spain[52]

Two case managers in the Valencian model of integrated care
 collaborate closely in order to coordinate the care of people with
complexproblems[60,52].Thetacase managershavesharedclients,
commongoalsandsimilarcharacteristics,buttheyworkindifferent
spheres: one in a hospital setting and the other in the health centre
in the community. The client is usually a patient living at home,
cared for by an informal carer (e.g. spouse) but who also requires
bothprimaryandspecializedcareservices.Bothcase managers
knowtheirowncontext(hospitalorcommunity);tobeacquainted
with the services and contact persons in both of these contexts
could be too demanding. The case managers get to know each
other personally, which makes the collaboration easier. The two
partseparatebutconnectedrolesformatwo-waylinkbetweenprimary
andspecializedcareorganizations,whichpreviouslyoperated
separately. The possibility for direct contact and knowledge sharing
between professionals at the same level in separate organizations
enabled seamless continuity in the care of patients with multiple
complex problems.

"Inthe process of a complex case, several agents participate in
a perfectly coordinated way… We bring together and standardize
the contribution of all the agents involved in the chronic patient
care" (Case managers in La Plana department, Valencia).
the programme. In general, both factors promoting or hindering collaboration were evaluated very positively, which may say more about collaboration in the programmes themselves than the actual collaboration achieved outside the programmes. Another explanation for the extremely positive response may be that the project managers were not fully aware of the problems related to collaboration.

One novel way of connecting diverse health care professionals identified in the research was that offered by the Clinic for Multimorbidity and Polypharmacy in Silkeborg Hospital, Denmark [57]. In addition to forming an innovative pathway for the patient, the clinic is also an example of how multidisciplinary collaboration between care professionals can be accomplished in an innovative way. Many of the obstacles to collaboration, such as lack of time, professional boundaries, bureaucracy and rigid hierarchy could be overcome by flexible ad-hoc ways of collaboration (Box 6).

Care professionals and new competencies

According to the ICARE4EU survey, the competencies of care providers in multimorbidity were generally improved in 88% of the programmes. More specific questions showed that programmes mainly supported professional competencies in care delivery, which from the management perspective is especially relevant for the integration of services and care providers. Most programmes addressed enhancing collaboration as a competence. Competencies to support patients’ self-management and diagnostics were also mentioned. More general competencies such as change management, development, ICT or financial skills concerning multimorbidity were less frequently supported in the programmes (see Table 1).

Outcomes of integration

The ICARE4EU findings elicited little evidence on the effectiveness of the integrated care activities implemented in the 101 programmes. The reasons for this include the limited time-scale of the programmes and the design of the programmes’ evaluation criteria. Integration, coordination and collaboration may have been the aims of the programmes as such, but their connection to the impacts measured such as the health outcomes of patients, reduced hospital admissions or cost savings were not self-evident. It may be difficult to prove and measure the actual impacts of integration due to the complex, multifaceted and context-dependent nature of integrative initiatives [22]. In the future it may be advisable to pay more attention to the structure-process-outcome evaluation of various integrated care programmes.

Discussion

Both the literature review and ICARE4EU findings show that several promising integrated care initiatives have been developed and implemented in Europe to improve the care of people with complex needs. In most of the programmes identified, multimorbidity is not the main focus so integrated care initiatives targeting this patient group in particular are rare. However, awareness of the significance of multimorbidity has increased throughout Europe and integration is assumed to be one of the ways to improve care for this patient group.

According to the ICARE4EU findings, many of the integrated care programmes covered only part of the health care sector. Most initiatives were in primary care, although cooperation with specialized care was a considerable part of them. Initiatives that promote integration of health and social care were quite rare. Accordingly, the role of informal care (e.g. patient associations, relatives as carers) appears weak in integrated care programmes. Multimorbidity care requires a clear medical orientation and thus the coordination of care between primary care and specialized care is and will continue to be at the core when developing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competencies supported in the programmes (n=101), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional competencies in care delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competencies of care providers to support self-management of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional competencies in diagnostics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change-management competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eHealth competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial competencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How to support integration to promote care for people with multimorbidity in Europe?

Integrated care for people with multimorbidity. A holistic approach to the patient, however, necessitates that social care and the whole environment of the patient including informal care arrangements are paid more attention in future.

Limitations
A limitation of the findings from the ICARE4EU project is that only eight programmes were visited, thus we have limited insight in how aspects of integration are implemented in practice. Nevertheless, observations from the ICARE4EU project can still serve as an inspiration for both (local) governments and the management of health and social care organizations to support integration to promote care for people with multimorbidity.

Policy implications
• Different ways to coordinate care for multi-morbidity patients ‘beyond silos’ could be fostered and developed for the health and social care systems.
• Integrating social and health care more intensively would benefit patients with multimorbidity and therefore should be promoted, e.g. through ad hoc initiatives and programmes.
• In addition to multiprofessional collaboration, inter-organizational collaboration should also be supported and promoted.
• Care for people with multimorbidity and related competencies such as collaboration skills could be better addressed in health and social care education.
• Support and commitment from the managers at all levels (strategic, operational, frontline) in care organizations appear essential for successful integration. Coordination of care and collaboration between professionals does not happen on its own.
• People with multimorbidity are not similar; their needs and resources differ. Stratification of patients according their needs and resources could help to coordinate care and enable care providers to develop alternative, customized care pathways for patient groups with different needs.
• It appears important that integrated care programmes are integrated into regular care, rather than being separate from the everyday work of professionals.
• Care pathways connecting diverse care providers and professionals need to be developed, taking into account the medical expertise required in the care of patients with multimorbidity.
• Collaborative activities need to focus on sharing and producing joint knowledge between professionals to improve the care of patients with multimorbidity. This does not necessarily mean traditional teamwork but more arrangements enabling collaboration, such as ad-hoc meetings and consultations.
• One potential way to initiate collaboration may be to link same-level professionals who have similar tasks but who are situated in different organizations. In this kind of arrangement there are only organizational, not professional and status-based boundaries to be overcome, which may make the collaboration easier.
• In building bridges between silos, the importance of information technology for sharing patient information appears crucial.
• To integrate care effectively, managers at all levels of care organizations need more information about required competencies in care and how to evaluate the impacts of integration.

Conclusions
Integration of care and the related competencies of care professionals is needed to provide effective, appropriate and high-quality services for people with multiple chronic conditions. The administrative reforms of the health and social care system in many countries form a basis for structural integration, but much effort is needed to guarantee the implementation of integration in these reforms at operational and practical levels. More evidence-based development work at the organizational and the inter-organizational level, which clearly addresses the needs of people with multimorbidity, is needed. Commitment from the management of care organizations is crucial. In addition, attention needs to be paid to how the comprehensive impacts of integration can be evaluated from different perspectives. Due to the complexity of multimorbidity, the evaluation needs to look not only economic benefits but also such important issues as quality of care, patient experiences and the quality of life of people with multimorbidity.
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Appendix 1

For this policy brief we used data from various sources. First, we included European, national and regional policy and strategy documents about multimorbidity care and integrated care provided by the participating country expert organizations and/or identified via the websites of the European Commission and the World Health Organization. Second, we searched for relevant publications via online search engines (Web of Science, Scopus, Ebsco and Cinahl) by using combinations of the following key terms: integration, integrated care, coordinated care, care pathways, collaboration, professional competencies, chronic care, multimorbidity. Finally, publications identified from the reference lists of the articles found through these searches were also included.

Appendix 2

Selection of innovative approaches in European countries by the ICARE4EU project

In 2014, data on innovative care approaches at a national, regional or local level were collected via country expert organizations in 31 European countries. These organizations were asked to search for and report on all integrated care programmes that focus on multimorbidity within their country. The term ‘programmes’ refers to initiatives that (aim to) put integrated care for people with multimorbidity into practice. Initially, 178 programmes were identified by the country-experts. Based on pre-determined selection criteria, the ICARE4EU project partners considered 101 ongoing programmes, in 24 countries, to be eligible for inclusion in the database. Via the country experts, an online questionnaire, available in eleven languages, was provided to managers of the 101 selected programmes to collect detailed programme characteristics and outcomes.

Next, these 101 programmes were evaluated by the project team. Each programme was scored in five dimensions: a general score (assessing general aspects such as its evaluation design, perceived sustainability and transferability) and four scores that provided an indication of its level of 1) patient-centredness, 2) integration of care, 3) use of eHealth technologies and 4) its innovativeness in financing mechanisms for integrated care services as these aspects had been selected by the project team as different study perspectives on multimorbidity care. Based on these scores members of the project team built a long list of 25 programmes that had high scores. The second evaluation of these 25 programmes was based on the descriptive information gathered via the survey (e.g. the description of the aims of the programme, reported strengths and weaknesses) and any published evaluation reports. This resulted in a short list of so-called ‘high potential’ programmes. To decide whether or not to select a programme from this list for further study, the project team checked with the country expert and/or verified information by contacting the programme coordinator. In this way, eight programmes were selected for a site visit. The eight programmes visited were operational in Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Germany, Finland, the Netherlands and Spain. The results of these visits are described in eight case reports published on the ICARE4EU website (www.icare4eu.org).

Selection criteria

Programmes were considered for inclusion in the ICARE4EU project if they met the following criteria:

- Should be aimed at a patient target group consisting of people aged 18 and older, with two or more medically (i.e. somatic, psychiatric) diagnosed chronic (not fully curable) or long lasting (at least six months) diseases, of which at least one has a (primarily) somatic/physical nature,

- Involve cooperation between at least two services (these services may be part of the same organization, for example services within a hospital, or may be part of different organizations, for example between medical care and social care),

- Have some formal status/formalized cooperation (any form),

- Will be or have been evaluated,

- Are currently running (2014), or finished less than 24 months ago or start within the next 12 months.
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